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Becoming Better
Masonry offers us a means of bettering
ourselves but could probably be more clear
in promoting the process. We could give more
care in instruction and explanation to foster
the growth that we assume takes place.
We see the examples of the good men
around us and we hear of the integrity of
the masons that have gone before us and
we are expected to improve ourselves.
We are given the goal of working toward
the perfect ashlar which is in us all. We must
chip away the rough exterior and become who
we were meant to be. That takes effort.

The Ashlars
In the first degree, we are introduced to the
two ashlars which lie in the east in full view of
the brethren while in lodge. Let us consider the
import of those two immovable jewels.

So we listen to the lectures and consider
the messages. We hear about charity and
brotherly love. We see the men around us
who seem to have achieved serenity.
And we wonder how to get there.
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The Journey

Ego

Self-improvement is difficult. We need
to realize what is withing us that is detrimental.
We need to determine what in our personality
is a negative attribute. We need to prune out
some behaviours that we have nurtured but
which have yielded negative results. We need
to practice restraint and to adopt and express
the qualities that we assume will make us
‘better’.
It can be frightening: a perilous path into
unknown territory.

In the quest to become the men we want
to be, we are often our own worst enemies,
especially when it comes to our egos.
Ego is what prevents us from being humble
and teachable when we’re first starting out
in an endeavour. It blinds us to our own
weaknesses during success, and it can cause us
to wallow in self-pity when we fail.

Things Take Time
Seeing good men around us gives us a goal
to work towards.
So we try to limit our sarcasm, rude jokes,
or prejudicial comments. We try to adopt
positive outlooks and be less self-centered.
Most of the time, we aren’t even aware that
we are on a path until we look back at how far
we have come.

Sometimes we consider the messages found
in quotes or aphorisms.
“Peace of mind is freely available.
All you have to do is get rid of the three Cs:
Criticizing, comparing, complaining.”
Sometimes they are just words until later
when we realize the truths they expressed.

It’s a Process
As Freemasons, we are often called upon
to meditate on themes which may make us
uncomfortable. Throughout our journey of
self-improvement and self-empowerment,
we are brought face to face with our own
inadequacies, faults, and superfluities, and asked
to not only face them, but to actively consider
them, and work to improve upon them. We call
this process “smoothing our ashlars”, and it is
through these difficult times that we become
better versions of who we once were, and in this
is hidden the true secret of Masonry.
Stephen Dafoe

Values
Rex Murphy created a wonderful overview
of how Canadian put their values into actions.
You can experience his talk here.
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Values

What’s the How?

The Grand Master of Australia had this to say
about the benefit of masonry:
I sometimes highlight Freemason as three
things. Mateship, Giving, and Integrity. When
you have a look at those three things, they are just
a sort of modern way of expressing the old way
of Brotherly Love, Relief and Truth but in a sort of
Aussie way. They for me are the things that are
most important. What they say is that we are about
good: doing good within ourselves; doing better
for ourselves; and by doing that we become better
members our community, better members of our
family, better members of the workplace.
There is no doubt in my mind that
Freemasonry is a great good for an individual
and for our community.

How do we learn? Some of us react best
to being told, some to being shown, and some
to being presented with learning materials.
Mentors are the most personal of sources
of instruction and enlightenment. This avenue
will be discussed more fully in a later issue of
this bulletin.
Book leaning is available through personal
choices of text, or we can access courses from
The College of Freemasonry. The units of
study cover many topics.
You can register at
www.grandlodge.on.ca
(log in, click on “Education”,
then “College of Freemasonry”.
Here are some comments from masons
who took advantage of the courses:
“ This was an enlightening and educational
experience. The course content has brought
my knowledge of Masonry to a level I never
imagined.”
“I was always pleasantly surprised with
how quickly it was marked and the quality
of answers given.”
“This course has been an excellent way
to research and prepare for my year.
I am glad I took the time!”
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R. Michael Warren

For decades, the creative disruption of new
technologies has been a net benefit to our society,
but we are entering a phase in which the pace
of change is placing a major strain on us.
In 1970, Alvin Toffler predicted that
“too much change in too short a period of time”
would cause “shattering stress and disorientation,
creating feelings of helplessness and anxiety”.
It’s the feeling of being future-shocked.
He went on to say that in times of rapid change
people need “islands of stability” in their lives:
things that don’t change; sources of security and
consistency.
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The District
Within the district, we discover our
“extended family” of like-minded men –
men who make “brotherly love” a reality.

The Lodge
Within the lodge, we find harmony and the
benefits that accompany it.

Add in the learning that can take place, and
we have a haven of peace and self-development.

Those of us who visit other lodges and
attend their functions know the value of being
part of a larger fraternity.
The opportunities to expand our realm
of masonic experience begin this month.
Our District Deputy Grand Master,
R.W.Bro. Nicholas Andras, will be making
his Official Visits to several lodges:
Oct. 05: King Edward VII, 471 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 06: Dominion, 615, 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 25: Myrtle, 337, 8:00 p.m.
These evenings will allow you the
opportunity of hearing from him and the
chairmen of the many functions of masonic
interest.
R.W.Bro. Andras has already begun
a series of fraternal visits to our lodges.
You could accompany him. His itinerary
can be found here.
Some lodges have scheduled events.
Phoenix Lodge had a BBQ and is preparing
a Dinner/Trivia night on October 22nd.
They were busy this summer with a lodge
make-over: new paint, lighting, and carpeting,
along with new bench coverings and curtains.
The Masonic Association of Niagara B
District will hold its semi-annual meeting
on Tuesday, October 18, at 6:00, at the
Kimono Restaurant in Welland. All masons
are welcome (Upon payment of $20 for the

